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I AIM OF PROBLEM
In this problem our aim has teen to determine the
relation between memorization and certain aids and hindrances
in learning. We have attempted to make this determination
under actual school conditions. The attempt has "been to
preserve as far as possible the exact technique of the
psychological laboratorj^ and at the same time to make the
experiment closely resemble the ordinary activities of the
school room. In this we were reasonably successful. We
made this a study of individuals. We graded each pupil,
watched closely the effect of each test series on each one
and figured not only average, but individual per cents.
Prom these figures we deducted our general conclusions.
II PREVIOUS LITERATURE RJULATED TO THE PROBLEM
Lay, Euchs, Haggenmflller and Itscliner have investigated
this particular problem, probably more thoroughly and with
better results than any other investigators. They did not
confine themselves to visual presentation alone but took
also the auditory methods of presentation. They compared
the two methods of presentation and attempted to determine
the influence of excluding vocalization in different
degrees in both visual and auditory presentation and the
Eor review of this literature see the Psychological
Review Monograph No. 44 Nov, 1909.

2influence of virriting the word simultaneously with its visual
presentation. Excluding the auditory presentation we find
these investigators were dealing with practically the same
problem as the one we have taken up the past year. They made
their investigations on school children in the different
grades. Lay and Itschner used nonsense syllables for
material, Fuchs and Haggenmtlller used unfamiliar German and
Latin words. Lay and Fuchs and Haggenmflller Icept the niimber
of repetitions of the material constant and varied the pre-
senatation time. Itschner kept the presentation time constant
and varied the number of repetitions. We kept both the
presentation time and the number of repetitions the same for
all series of our visual presentation. They had the
children pronounce the words aloud as well as whisper them.
We took only the series in which we had them whisper.
Summing up their methods of presenting the material we have
the following table:
Visual Presentation
(a) Seen, without vocalization by pupils,
(b) Seen, words pronounced in a whisper.
(c) Seen, words pronounced aloud,
(d) Seen, letters pronounced aloud.
(e) Seen, copied simultaneously by pupils.
The method of excluding vocalization was that of
requesting the pupils to hold the tongue between the teeth
while the words were presented.

The following tal^lulation shows their results. The
figures "being average number of errors in recall per pupil
per group of words.
:
Lay
^
Puchs and Haggenmflller .; Itschner • Average
a i 1.2?. '
;
.84 1.40
I
1.15
b
1 1,02 ,: .73 1.70
c
; .95
,
;
1
!
, i
.70
U^-*. 1 . 1 , 1 , 1
1.47 .72
d
1 1.59
;
1
.58 !
-
'2.10 1.42
e
;
.5^ :
1
.37 : 1.62 .84
These figures do not seem very conclusive, Itsch-
ner*s results for example seem to show that the number
of errors are greater when the children whisper or repeat
them aloud, thar they ajce when they hold the tongue between
the teeth, Itsehner concedes: the fact that Lay's results are
more nearly correct for the latter experiment was more
extensive than his own.
There are a good many criticisms that might be
made of this experiment. In the first place, repeating
the words aloud would in all probability prove a distraction for
it would tend to be abnormal. Pew children in memorizing

4are permitted to speak aloud^while often in the classroom
they whisper their lessons softly to themselves. So many
talking aloud would surely create confusion and prove a
distraction. Then in the case of writing simultaneously,
they have no series in which the children held their
hands, with which to compare this. One explanation of the
slight per cent of errors in the case of the exclusion of
vocalization, may be that this was not entirely excluded.
Then, as suggested before, there is no common basis or number
of repetitions, on which to compare these various investigators.
Ill PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS.
In the college year 1908-*09 we performed some
preliminary experiments concerning the value of motor processes
in memorizing in the case of school children in the various
grades. We tried two methods of visual presentation of
nonsense syllables, namely, that of simultaneous and
successive presentation. We presented a series of eight
syllables three times. In the case of simultaneous presentation
we allowed the children to study the syllables for twenty-four
seconds, then covered them for twenty seconds; after three
study periods of twenty-four seconds each we gave them one
minute in which to write all they could recall of the eight
syllables. In the case of successive presentation we
exposed each syllable three seconds, and so on through the
series of eight syllables, it taking a total of twenty-four
seconds for each study period and a rest interval of twenty

5seconds "between each period, the same as in the simultaneous
presentation. This we also repeated three times and then gave
them one minute to recall. A series in which we gave the
children no instructions as to what they were to do while
studying the material, we called a normal series. The following
week we had the different grades write on their desks with the
blunt end of their pencil the syllable as soon as seen.
Another week we told them to whisper the syllables. Another
to hold the tongue between the teeth and still another to fold
their hands. These we termed test series. We gave first a
normal, then two test series, then another normal, and
so on until we had three normal and four test series. We
graded the papers each time and tabulated our results. In
the case of simultaneous presentation, the general results
were as follows: The grades show the average per cent of
correctness in the different series of all pupils.
Grade
:
Normal : Hands ;Write ; Normal :Whis-
» • •
; Tongue: Normal:
Average
Normal
46
: 55 : 48 : 57 64
'
54 : 62
•
55
5 \ 62 j 48 1 59
*
61 : 66 : 56
•
62 : 61
6 : 77
;
62 : 65 : 65
*'
72
1
67 : 76
\
62
7
•
68 : 69 : 75
'
73 : 79 : 66 74
8 : 80 1 79
;
87 : 85
*'
82
'
80 84

In the case of the successive presentation the results
were as follows:
Grade
:
• • •
« • •
Normall^'r Lte:Hands:Normal
• > »
:Whisper
» •
• •
: Tongue: Normal
» •
• •
: Average
4
*
60
•
•
60
• •
• 69
•
• •
75
'
88 ' 82
•
•
88 ' 74-
5
:
6i . 65 .
• •
70 , 89 . 85 . 87 .. 71
6 .
•
•
65
• •
• •
. 67 . 56 . 64 .
•
•
70 . 71 , 59
7 • 62 : 68 : 75 : 74 : 70 : 79 : 80 : 72
8
•
ft
60
'
•
87
• •
• •
87
• •1' • ^
75
*
75
•
75
*
•
ft
88 78
There are a great many faults to he found with this
experiment. We gave only three preliminary test "before we
"began the experiment proper. In this way we did not
eliminate the practice effects. Then we gave only three normal
series, having the test series in groups of two. This way we
had no average noitisi with which to compgre each test series.
Furthermore we had too many individuals in each grade. There
averaged from 35 to 40, It was almost impossible to watch them
all to see that each one did as directed. For example,
one child who Ailed to hold his tongue betv^een his teeth,
might destroy the value of the entire test, unless we noticed
his failure and threw away his paper. Then in "both experiments
we were rather unfartunate in having certain observers who
became rather antagonistic toward the experiment as it

7progressed. Their attention decreased and it required a
great deal of effort to make them keep up to the standard.
We did not adopt the plan then of reporting to them the
grades they made on each test. The test cards were not of
the best, for the lettering was rather small and sufficient
care had not been taken to eliminate all suggestive syllables.
For example in one series the syllable "yip" occurred, and
caused a great deal of merriment. The latter was then
a distraction, for although practically every pupil recalled
the syllable "yip", yet the entire number of syllables they
recalled was less than usual. Aside from the fact that some
syllables were more suggestive than others, was the fact that
they were not all of equal difficulty. Some could be
pronounced and some could not. Knowing all these things, we
attempted in the investigation this year to profit by our
past experience, overcome all previous difficulties and obtain
results which would be conclusive,
IV EXPERIMENT OF 1909-I9IO
This year we confined ourselves to one school and
one method of exposure,- Visual Simultaneous. We took children
in the fourth, fifth, seventh and eighth grades. They
averaged about fourteen pupils to the grade. In this way
we were able to watch all very closely. We prepared our own
test cards. We took nonsense syllables of three letters
and placed eight syllables made of black letters on white
cardboard 20 x 12 inches. We tried to make each series of

8equal difficulty and to eliminate all suggestive syllables.
We devoted six weeks to giving practice series. In
this way the pupil-s were perfectly familiar with the various
methods of presentation, and knew exactly what was expected
of them. As far as practice effects were concerned this
six weeks course practically eliminated them. We used the
same presentation time as in 1908-1909, that is a study
period of twen t3'--f our seconds for three times with a rest in-
terval of twenty seconds between each one. Then we gave them
one minute to write all the syllables they could recall.
We varied the way in which we presented the group of
eight nonsense syllables. The first week after we began the
experiment proper we gave each grade a normal series. The
second week the fourth grade were asked to fold their hands
on the desk before them, the fifth grade to whisper the sylla-
bles as they saw them^ the seventh grade to hold the tongue
between the teeth and the eighth to write the syllables on
the desk with the blunt end of their pencils. We continued this
until we had given each grade four test and five normal series.
We gradea the papers each time and then told the children the
following week the grades they had made on the previous test.
In this way we kept up the interest until the last.
'Ve used ihe utmost care throughout the experiment to
eliminate all factors contrary to the success of the experiment.
We threw av/ay at various times papers of an entire grade because
of some slight distracting element which entered in. --For ex-
ample during the presentation of one series a visitor knocked

9at the door. The te-.-cher answered it. We finishod the test,
"but on grading the papers, found that despite the fact that it
was a normal series, the majority of the pupils had fallen off
from 25 to 0^" their average work. We repeated this series
took care to avoid
and in like manner/any other serious factors which entered in
to affect in any way the validity of our results. In this manner
we obtained a group of nine different series which as far as we
were able to tell, were perfect.
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V RESULTS
FOURTH
GRADE
kVKPAGK CEIJT OF CORRi'XTlvlESS IN FOURTH GRADE
?/Ha£ NORNOR ; HANUb : llOK ; i'ONGUh. NOR NOR J
MAL: FOLD : MAL' TEETH MAL. ^TORDS MAL:
45 : 42 43 56. 40 : 57
':
: AV AV AV :
:N©R :NOR :N0?^;
C -I/O -
59 60
AV
.
HPR
PER CErrrs
HandE)Aid
Fold-)Dis-
ed )tract
)Aid
Write )Di b-
) Iract
)Aid
7/hi6per)Di s-
)tract
Tongue) Aid
in )Di£~
Toeth ) tract
10-
19
20-
29
30-
39
2
2 7
4 . 3
2
4^ 2
1
2
2 2 1
40- 50-;
49
2
2
60-:
69
7Q- 80.
79 89
90-
99
1
2
TOTAL
Pl'lR
CENT
PER CENT COT.fPARATIVE
NOT AFyECI^EVALUATION |
ED i ^OF P""R CENTS
32<- l8t
5of
16:^
66 i5
19t
20
74
16 2/3
6t
225
220
85
520
235
65
105:
455
«

No. 2.
'•'IFTH
GRADE
11
AVEHAGK PKR GEiYr 0? CORRECTNESS O FIFTH GRADE
NOft
MAL
56
irniS NOR HAND £n'OR iVRIVE
PKR
61
MAL -FOLD t'^AI.
58 .-54 :58
;WORD
:NOR
:i'/IAL
62.'
AV : ;AV
.
,
,
,
NOR ;
. „ .
.NOR
®r^7/ 54 5ry2 57
PER CENTS
frOMGUR NOR
AV
•JslOR
.
_
6b" "45
:^,'KETH
45
MAL
69
AV
NOR
T r 1 «
: TOT.\L PER PEP. CEIIT COMPARATIVE
R
» CENT • MOT ATi^ EVALUATION
FECTED OF PER CENTS
a-9 10-r 20- 40-: 50- 60r 70-. 80- 90-
i 19 - 29: 39: 49 " 59 69. 79 89: 99:
Hands) Aid 2 1
. 1
, 33 1/3^: 120
Fold-)Di6- t
66 2/3'od )tract 2 ! 2 2 1 ; 1 : 205
).Aid 1 2 1 i 40l 20fo : 140
Write )Dis
)tract 1 ; - 2 1 ! 40l' 110
)Aid 2 1 6oi lOfo : 210
\VhispGr)Di s-
30t)tr9ct 1 1 i • 1 115
j
Tongue) Aid : j
' in )Dis- :
loci
iTeeth ) tract •2 2 i 1 1 : 2 2 • 340
I

SEVENTH
JRADE A
Hands) Aid
Fold )Dis-
4>d tract
)Aid
^Hte)Dis-
)tract
12
A'/ERACE P'-:R gent OF CORRECTNESS IN SETONTH CRADE
Pongue)Aid
in )Dis-
ibeth Y^racH
NOR TONGU]^ NOR.TOS: NOR:HAI^ID: NOR 'miTH NOR
MAL, TEETH PER : MAL;FOLD. MAL ;170RD
:
ITAL
75 66 74
• * •
83 i 79 :62 ! 73 !-88 83
AV ! ': AV : : AV : AV
. NOR • NOR:_
.
MOR : • NOR
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PER CENTS
i-5 10-
19
)Aid 2 4-
|!lhiBper)Dis-
) tract :2" 2
2 1
': 3
20-j
29
30- 40-:
39 : 49
50-:
59
6o-»
69
5 : 2
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:
5 ' 2
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70-
79
80-
89
90-5
99
TOTAL
PER
CENT
PER CENT
NOR AF-
FECTED
1 :
20 1/3 16 2/3-
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55 2/3- lU
33 i/y '.
80I,
20i
Hi
COMPARATIVE
EVALUATION
OF PER CElvfTS
70
305
310
140
420
40
25
435
I
I

No. 4. 15'
AVERAGE PER CEl^ OF CORRECTNESS IN EIGHTH GRADE
EIGHTH NOR J7RITE -J^OR «AND NOR fJfHIS :NOR ffONGUl!] NOR i
I
^RAD?: A MAL i/7DRD MAL :FOLD M.^L fER :MAL ^PEETH MAL
«
78 as
* • * *
86 i7;2 Jb5 1/2 k i84 ^66 2/3 92.
2' • !
:AV : : AV :AV :AV j
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I
1
B PER CEN'fS
* • « liU i All PER CENT J CO?!PARATIVE
•PER NOT AF- KVAIAI'^TION
•1-9 :10- 20- -30- 40- :50- 60- :70- £!0- 90- CENT FEGTED {)F PER CEJIT
: J.9 29 09 49 59 69 :79 :69 99 :
i
1
nclilU c f r\X U a .2 • :25'^, 8 1/3
i
i
35 '
Fold-)nis-
ed ) tract a . 5 2 k 2/3 200
1'
^ An H :2 1 :1 • 8 1/3
1
: 50 i
Write )Dis-
1 ^ Y*ft f*
f b 1 £3 w b a ;3 1 ^41 2/3- 115
^ An r1 '2 2 \I 2 .71 2/3 8 1/3
1
135
?riiBper)Dis-
) tract a 20 50
•1 14 2/7 7 1/7
1
1
[Teeth )troct '1 2 i 2 1 ^78 4/7 315
i
1
1
1
i
i
J
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VI GENERAL SIGNIFICANCE OF RESULTS
The foregoing tables give the results in concise
form. Section A in tables 1, 2, 3 ^ind 4 represents the
average per cent of correctness of all pupils in each grade
for each different series. For example, in the fourth grade,
in Section A, 45 % is given as per cent of correctness in the
first normal series. To obtain this we took the grades that
all the fourth year pupils obtained on the first normal series,
added them together and obtained the average per cent of
correctness
•
Section B gives the individual per cents. We took
the grade of each pupil and determined the per cent aided
or distracted in each test series. In order to get this, we
compared the grade a pupil made on a test series with the
average of the two normal series, i, e,, the normal given
before and the normal given after the test series. For
example, if a pupil had a grade of 25 on a test series and
a grade of 35 l/3 normal series before it, and a grade of
66 2/3 on a normal series after it, the average normal series
would be 50 s-nd comparing this with 25, (the grade received
on the test series), we would find that the pupil was
distracted 50 /»•
Then from these individual per cents we determined
the total per cent of pupils in the fourth grade aided in
each test series, the total per cent distracted and the
total per cent neither aided nor distracted. In like manner
we obtained the per cents for fifth, seventh and eighth grades.

The last column of Section Ogives the comparative evaluation
of per cents. This we obtained by adding the entire niimber
of per cents each pupil was aided or distracted. For example
two were aided 55 ^. This would make 70 /o, two more
aided 4^ = 90, one aided 65. 70 90 65 = 225,
A careful study of these tables shows a number of
significant results:
(a) Distraction in Folding the Hands,
In the fourth and fifth grades we find that the
distraction is slightly less than in the seventh and eighth
grades. This result may be due to one or both of two causes
(1) Distraction caused by the folding of the hands
itself,
(2) The inhibition of motor aids connected v/ith
writing or other expressive movements.
In the lower grades the distraction is probably due
to the first cause alone, for here the children have not
reached the stage of development in which motor aids connected
with writing are of any help. In the higher grades, however,
the distraction is probably due to both causes, for writing
has become mechanical and forms a great part in their
learning processes,
(b) Hindrance Caused by Writing
In the fourth grade, the pupils seem very much
distracted by writing, only 16 2/3 ^ being aided. In the
fifth grade according to the investigation of this year, we
find writing has the same per cent of aid as distraction.

16
Last yearns experiment showed writing to "be more of a
distraction than an aid. In Section B of the tables, in which
we determined the individual per cents, we find that the higher
grades were not aided as much "by writing as "by whispering,
Por exajjiple in the seventh grade the pupils were aided
80 ^ and distracted 20 ^ when they whispered the syllables,
while they were only aided 55 2/3 ^ and distracted 53 1/3 ^
when they wrote the syllables. Last year*s experiment
showed the higher grades to be aided a greater per cent
in writing than in whispering. This year's experiment
showed just the reverse. This can probably be explained
from the fact that this year we were dealing with pupils
of the lower class, they were not as highly developed as
those in the other schools, due largely to their environment,
i.e., their parents are an uneducated class of people, and
so do not help their children in any way. The only
instruction the children receive is in the classroom.
Naturally they are more backward. They employ their early
methods of studying for a longer time. They are not able
to master the art of writing so easily, their attention
is fixed on how to write. It doesn't seem to be as mechanical
as it was with the pupils of last year's experiment, their
interest and attention, however, were better than that of last
year's pupils. We conclude, on studying the results of both
years, that writing plays a greater part in aiding the pupils,
in memorizing, the higher they are advanced. In the lower
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grades, writing does not form as great a part of their work,
they do not make as great use of it as do pupils of
seventh and eighth grades,' they have not mechanized it
sufficiently i naturally it would serve to distract rather than
aid pupils of fourth and fifth grades.
(c) Aid in Whispering
The results show that whispering is a decided aid in
all grades. Its value does not decrease the older the pupils
are. Por exau^le fourth grade pupils are aided 8l fo and
seventh grade 80 %, This is a remarkable per cent. In
watching the pupils during the test series, we found when we
allowed them to whisper, they acted as if all restraint had
"been thrown off. It seaned to be a relief to them to
give vent to their natural tendencies. The per cent
aided by whispering as noted before, seems rather large
for seventh and eighth grade, but this is probably due to
the fact that as pupils advance in the grades they employ
more and more, verbal-motor methods of thinking and
learning, therefore whispering becomes an increasing aid,
(d) Distraction of Holding the Tongue Betv/een the Teeth.
There is no doubt but v/hat this is a decided dis-
traction in all grades, (l) It is a positive distraction;
CTM-
(2) It inhibits motor "irir r rli Just as the per cent aided
by whispering was rather high for Eighth grade pupils, so
the per cent distracted was high. In fifth grade it proved
a distraction in every case and in seventh grade the per cent
was as high as 83 fo. The individuals that were aided show this

18
aid was very slight. In tvro cases it was only 5 ^^^^ "t^e
other 15 X, while in the case of distraction one individual
was distracted to the aniount of 95 ^.
(e) Evidence of Improvement Through Practice,
Prom the results of the normal series we see that
in every grade there is a decided improvement in the normal
series, as the experiment progresses. This improvement,
however, is not exactly uniform. There are slight drops, "but
the average normals shov/ uniform improvement. For example,
in the fifth grade we find the normal series to be 56-58-58-
62-69. But averaging the first and second, the second and
third, etc., we get the following: 57*57 l/2-60-65-''»howing
a steady altho not great improvement. We attribute the slight
difference to the fact that we eliminated to a great extent,
the element of practice, by giving so many preliminary
series. One noticeable thing is that in every grade, except
the seventh, there is greater improvement in the last normal
series over the normal series immediately preceding it, than
in any other two. This is probably due to the fact that
the pupils knew it was the last series of the experiment
and so put forth every effort to make it the best.
b
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SUM M A R Y
Prom these results we draw the following general
conclusions,
(a) Whispering or vocalization is a decided aid
in all grades,
("b) Folding the hands is a distraction in all
grades with the exception, in our experiment, of the fifth
grade v/here it seems to "be neither a distraction nor an aid.
(c) Holding the tongue between the teeth is a
decided distraction in all grades,
(d) Writing is a distraction in the lower grades
but "becomes of added importance in the higher grades,
forming an aid in seventh and eighth grades.
General Pedagogical Application
We find that the amount of material the pupils are
able to memorize or recall varies according to the Eunount
they are aided or distracted when learning. Since we have
found vocalization in all grades and writing in the higher
grades to be of aid, it seems that greater stress should be
laid upon these aids in the schools of today. It is true
that whispering proves distracting to the teacher and for that
reason pupils are restrained from it as much as possible.
If it were possible to arrange the classes so that all
pupils in a room could be studying at the same time, it would
no doubt prove beneficial to allow them to v/hisper as they

20
studied their lessons.
It is a simpler matter of course to allow the
pupils the opportunity of aiding themselves "by writing.
Many of the lessons recited could "be written, thus "better
fixing them in the minds of the pupils. This v/ould only
hold true in the higher grades however, for pupils of the
lower grades have not mechanized writing sufficiently for it
to prove other than a distraction.
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